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***

Ivermectin, a drug used to treat parasitic infections in humans that are more commonly
used on animals, is now trending and exploding in Asia. This is true in India as well. In
Indonesia, pharmacies across Asia are reporting a boom in sales of the medication, and it
has been sold out on e-commerce sites such as Bukalapak and Shopee. “People have been
flocking  to  buy  it,”  said  a  pharmacist  at  Penang  Island  Pharmacy  in  the  city  of  Medan  in
North Sumatra, who did not want to be named. Asians are not about to die to make Bill
Gates boast, “I told you so.”

Dr. David Nabarro, Britain’s envoy to the World Health Organisation (WHO), contradicted the
WHO and his own Boris Johnson. Nabarro condemned mass coronavirus lockdowns calling
them the “ghastly global catastrophe,” which has caused the unprecedented crash of the
world economy.

Nabarro appealed to world leaders, telling them to stop “using lockdowns as your primary
control method” of the coronavirus. He correctly pointed out that the only thing lockdowns
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achieved was to increase poverty rather than potentially saving lives.

Nabarro had the courage to stand up against the WHO chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
nicknamed Tedros the Terrible, who, as far back as April 2020, gave his full support for
lockdowns and even warned against lifting them too soon, as reported back on April 10,
2020,  in  most  mainstream media.  In  May,  the  WHO came out  and justified the  lockdowns
saying the virus has jumped because of ending lockdowns too soon.

There has been an agenda here. The vaccine companies have most likely paid vast amounts
of bribes to pull this off to prevent anyone from trying to treat COVID by saying everything
else is dangerous. They are getting $19.50 per shot per person and have already said they
will raise prices to $125 per shot next year. This is tearing the world apart and creating
separatist movements between vaccinated and non-vaccinated.

United  Airlines  just  lost  my  business.  They  created  the  United  Sweepstakes  Gives
Vaccinated Customers a Shot to Win Free Flights, a Year of Travel. Do we need to start a
non-vaccinated airline? No sheep allowed?

There  has  been a  MAJOR effort  to  only  vaccinate  people  and prevent  anything  that  would
actually treat the virus. If we had a real government that was truly on the side of the people,
they would be investigating what is going on, drag the people out, and put them on trial for
crimes against humanity.
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